CH.12A

DESCRIPTION: Midback Armchair
QTY. & LOCATION: (3) Reading Area 114G
(1) Phone Room 113

MANUFACTURER: Keihauer
PRODUCT: Ellaby Midback Arm Chair
PRODUCT ID: 71061
DIMENSIONS: 29.75"W x 31.75"D x 39"H
SEAT HEIGHT: 17.5"
ARM HEIGHT: 24"
BASE: Ash
BASE FINISH: AHN - Natural
UPHOLSTERY: UPH-09

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Manufacturer to provide all required hardware and instructions for proper installation.
2. Unless otherwise noted, provide heavy-duty nylon furniture glides, diameter to be sized according to item's leg dimension (as large as possible) without being visible. Glide color to best match leg finish.
3. All images, photographs, and renderings of specified items in this package are for general design intent and reference only.
CH.12B

DESCRIPTION: Midback Armchair
QTY. & LOCATION: (2) Reading Area 114E

MANUFACTURER: Keilhauer
PRODUCT: Ellaby Midback Arm Chair
PRODUCT ID: 71061
DIMENSIONS: 29.75”W x 31.75”D x 39”H
SEAT HEIGHT: 17.5”
ARM HEIGHT: 24”
BASE: Ash
BASE FINISH: AHN - Natural
UPHOLSTERY: UPH-12

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Manufacturer to provide all required hardware and instructions for proper installation.
2. Unless otherwise noted, provide heavy-duty nylon furniture glides, diameter to be sized according to item’s leg dimension (as large as possible) without being visible. Glide color to best match leg finish.
3. All images, photographs, and renderings of specified items in this package are for general design intent and reference only.